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SAFE OPERATING AREA (SOAR) 
The Bendix SOAR principle is a method of specifying the Safe 
Operating Area for a transistor in a given application. SOAR 
defines the region which encloses all of the points represent- 
ing simultaneous values of the collector current and the col- 
lector-to-emitter voltage which a transistor can safely handle 
under specified conditions of base current, time, junction 
temperature and average power dissipation. With transistors 
specified under the Bendix SOAR technique, second breakdown 
is virtually eliminated. 
This report characterizes the Safe Operating Area of specific 
power transistors. The use of these Safe Operating Areas by 
designers will help avoid transistor second *breakdown through 
design and quality considerations. 
ii 
1.0 INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this contract was to determine the true dynamic 
characteristics, Safe Operating Area (SOAR), of selected power 
transistors used in critical space applications. 
Testing to determine device parameters was made in accordance 
with JEDEC "Suggested Standard 65" and similiar to MIL-STD- 
750A. Reference to the aforementioned documents is made, wherc 
applicable, in the specification section of this Final Report. 
Copies of the JEDEC "Suggested Standard 65" are available 
from: 
Electronic Industries Association 
2001 Eye Street, N , W ,  
Waskingt on, De C e 20006 
The MIL-STD-750A document may be obtained f r o m : :  
Commanding Officer 
Naval Publications & Forms Center 
5801 Tabor Avenue 
Philadelphias Pennsylvania 19120 
1. 
2 e 0 COMCLUSIONS 
The specifications and SOAR curves generated as a result of 
this Contract verifies the actual power handling capability 
for each type of transistor. This information will serve to: 
1. 
2 ,  
3 .  
4 ,  
Provide valid derating information to establish 
necessary safety margins; 
Provide guidelines for circuit analysis; 
Provide documented Reliability Data; 
Provide a means to improve the overall quality 
of devices now used by MSFC, 
The individual reports contain a detailed analysis of Safe 
Operating Area for devices not previously chmracterized 
for SOAR, Highlights from each device are summarized here 
as a guide to design personnel, 
~ ~ 1 4 8 6  Manufacturer A, Suggest change of spec ,  
= 3 OC/W) to extend DC power rating, 33W at 
0 TC = 100 C provides safety margin for continuous 
operation, High energy device ideal for switching 
inductive loads, 
2N1724 Manufacturer B, Device can sustain the rated power 
for all operating conditions, 
2Nl016D Manufacturer C. Device is capable of handling the 
manufacturers power rating. 
2N1514 Manufacturer H, Marginal h at 6 A ,  Review circuits, 
2 N 2 1 0 2  Manufacturers D & J. Composite SOAR curves indicate 
FE 
that devices may vary from lot to lot by different 
manufacturers. 
2 N 2 0 3 4 A  Manufacturer E. 
2 ~ 2 1 2 6  Manufacturer C. ICEO should be part of specification 
Good energy dissipating capability. 
to insure forward biased condition at h$gh V and 
low collector current, 
CE 
2 N 6 5 7 A  Manufacturer E .  A small device, heat5 up quickly 
causing failure at lower than published parameters. 
2N697 Manufacturers G & E.  Composite SOAR curves indicates 
a specification review of manufacturers E ' s  device, 
2 ~ 2 8 8 0  Manufacturer H. Suggest continuous msximum DC rat- 
(IE = 5 . 5 A  discolors ing be reduced from 5 A  to 3 A ,  
leads ) 
The following devices have recently been registered by Bendix 
and are not specifically covered by this Contract, however 
the results and data are included without charge, as addi- 
tional information for NASA personnel, The format used in 
the presentation of this data was recently developed for 
the registration of transistor specifications. 
3. 
SOAR Characteristics: 
~ S T G  
max min 'CEX 'EBO %BO IC pT 
2N5559 +200 -b5OC 200°C lOOV 7V 150V 1OA lOOW 
2~5560 +200 -65Oc 2oo0c 120v 8v i75v 3 0 ~  150w 
The information obtained by this contract provides invaluable 
assistance to all concerned with the application, selection, 
performance, and most important, reliability of semiconductor 
devices in critical NASA systems. 
The effect of SOAR evaluation is far-reaching, and should be 
a mandatory requirement for all power semiconductors being 
used by NASA in its Aeronautical and Space programs. 
The Bendix Semiconductor Division hereby proposes that NASA 
continue this program with Bendix to further assist NASA in 
achieving the highest levels of Reliability in their programs, 
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38 2 , 2  
3.2.3 
Test Methods and Test Conditions 
General Descrintion 
Type -- NPN 
Material -- Si1 i c on 
Mechanical Data 
Outline -- TO-8 
Terminal Designation 
1 -c Emitter 
2 -- Base 
3 -- Collect or 
case -- Collector 
Maximum Ratings 
Temperature 
= +200°c JS-6-T1 2 TSTG (max ) 
= -65Oc JS-6-T1 1 TSTG(rnin) 
TJ = 200°C JS-6-T2 
Voltage 
= 100v - JS-6-T3 or MIL-STD-750, method 3OOl,1 'CBO 
= 12v JS-6-Th or MIL-STD-750A method 3026 1 'EBO 
= l0OV JS-6-T5-2,1 VCEX 
363.' Current 
3.361 IC = 3A 
IC = 3e0A, Vcc = l O O V ,  RL = 33Q, 
L = lmH*, CR -- 1N1204, VBBl = 12V, 
RBBl = lOB, VBB2 = 3V9 RBB2 = l O Q  
Duty Cycle = 274, t = 1.65 ms, 
*Miller N o .  7871 in series with 
P 
Miller N o ,  7825-3 




3 . 4 , O  Power 
3.4.1 PT = 14.3W 
Tes t  Methods and Tes t  Condi t ions 
JS-6-T8 
TC = 25OC 
JS-6-Tl0 
= 500m~, TC = 25OC 
JS-6-T12 
TC = 100°C, vCB = 55v, I~ = . 2 6 ~  
Derat ing Fac to r  - . 143  W/OC 
= l 5 O W  JS-6-Tl-3 3 . 4 , 2  'TM = IC vcc 
= 50V, VBB = 3V vcc T = 100°C, 
RBB = l O Q ,  IC -L 3 A ,  Pu lse  Width = 5 m s ,  
Duty Cycle = 5%, t < ~ O V S ,  
C 
r -  
tf 5 O p s  
3.500 Maximum Operating Condition 
3.5.1 Forward Biased JS-6-Tl2 (See Figure 1) 
Continuous DC-SOAR 
Test  Point (See 3.4.1) 
3.5.2 Pulsed F o r w a r d  
Biased SOAR JS-6-T-14 (See Figure 2 )  
Test  Po in t s :  
TC = 100 0 C, VBB = 3V, RBB = 1052, 
tr 5 501-15, tf - < ~ O U S ,  IC = 3 A ,  
Duty Cycle < 1%, RS = 0.151 
1, For t = 5 O m s :  
2. For t = 20ms: 
- 
= 1ov vcc P 
P 
vcc = 25v 
7. 
Item Test Methods and Test Conditions _.
Pulsed Biased 3. For t = lOms, Vcc = 4OV 
(Cont'd) Continuous 







Cut o f f  
3.6.1 Resistive Load 
3.6.2 Clamped Inductive 
Load 
3.6.3 Unclamped Inductive 
Load 
JS-6-T5-2.1 with L = 0 and CR 
disconnected. See (Figure 3 )  
Test Points: 
RBBl = 1051, RBB2 = 1051, VBBl = 12v, 
(~011. Current); tr - 
vcc 
= 3V, TC = 100°C, tf 5 5 0 ~ ~  'BB2 
< 5ops ( C o l l .  
Current 1 Rs = 0.151, IC = 3Ay 
= l0OV 
JS-6-T'j.l (See Figure 4 )  
Test Points: (See 3.2.3) 
JS-6-T5.1 and CR disconnected 
(See Figure 5 )  
Test Points: 
= 12v, L = 20mH* V ~ ~ i  
= loa,  % = 4.lQ R ~ ~ i  
vJ3B2 = gv, 
RBB2 
RS = O.lQ, d = l5%--. * 
*Series Stancor c-2688 
Vcc = 12.5V 
= lOQ, f = 10H~ 
8. 
Item Test Methods and Test Condition;- 
307.0 Shorted Class B SOAR (See Figure 6 )  
-
Test Points: 
IC(peak) = .75A, Vcc = 55V, RS = 0.1Q 
RBBl = 1052, RBB2 = 1052, f = 20H2, 




unless other other- 
wise noted. 
Technique : 
DC = continuous 
operation 
C.T. = Curve Tracer 
P = 3001.1s Pulse, 












ICEV = 10pA 
ICBO = '5pA 
1C-O = 7 5 0 ~ A  
IEBO = 15pA 
ICE0 = 50PA 
VcEO = 55V min. 
VCEV = l0OV 
hFE = 35 min. 
hFE = 100 max. 
'CE [ SAT] = .75v 
VcEV = lOOV, VEB = 1.5V, Technique = C.T. 
'CB 
'CB 
= 3OV, Technique = C.T. . 
= 3OV, Tc = 150°C, Technique = C.T. 
= 12V, technique = C.T. 'E B 
= 5OV, technique = C.T. 
= 100mA, technique = C.T. 
'CEO 
'CEO 
IC = 100mA, VEB = 1.5V, technique = C.T. 
'CE = 4V, IC = 7 5 0 ~ 4 ,  technique = C.T. 
= 0.75~, IB = .04A, technique = C.T. 
IC 
9.  
Item Test Methods and Test Conditions 
4.1.10 
4 .1 .11  VBEISAT7 = 3.0V 
= 2.5v IC = 3A, IB = 3OOmA, technique = C , T .  
IC = 3A, IB = 3OOmA, technique = C.T., 
VCE [ SAT] 
= 75OmA, VCE = 4V, technique = C O T ,  IC 4.1.12 VBE = 2.5V 
4.2 .0  Dvnami c 
4 . 2 . 1  = 1MKz min. IC = 5mA, VCE = 28V 'hfb 
f'hfb = 1 0  MKz max. 
C O G *  = 175PF 'CB 4OV, MIL-STD -750 method 3236 4 . 2 . 2  
5.0.0 Thermal Characteristics 
5.1.0 TJ = /toms min. IC =1 lA, VCE = l O V ,  T~ = 25Oc 
MIL-STD -750 method 3-146.1 
IC = lA, VCE = lOV, TC = 2 5 O C  
M i L - T ; T D  -750 method 3136 
5.2.0 'J-C = 7.0 OC/W 
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Item Test Method and Test Conditions 
1 , O . O  General Description 
P
lele0 Type -- N P N  
1,2,0 Material -- Silicon 
2*0,0 Mechanical Data 
2,l-O Outline -- TO-61 
2,2*0 Terminal Designation 
1 -- Emitter 
2 -- Base 
3 -- Collector 
case -- Collector 






= +200°c TSTG (max ) 
= -65Oc TSTG(min) 
= +175OC TJ (max) 
T(Lead) = 230°C 
Voltage 
'CBO = 12ov 
= 10v V~~~ 
JS-6-TlSl ( J E D E C  Suggested Standard: ---- - -- .- - 
"Test Procedures for 
Js-6-~1 I 2 Verifications of Maximum 
JS-6-T2 
----.-_-- - 
Ratings I' ) 
I-- - - - - - 
TC = 1oooc, VCB = lOV, IC = 5A 
Distance from case = '7% in. 
Time = 10s 
TC = 25OC 
JS-6-T3 or MIL-STD-750A ------- 
Method 3001,l 




I t e m  
3.2.3 VCEV = 8 0 V  
3.3.0 Current 
3.3.1 IC = S A  
3.3.2 ICM = 7.5A 
3.3.4 IE = 6A 
3.4.0 P o w e r  
3.4.1 pT = 50w 
T e s t  Methods and T e s t  Condi t ions 
JS-6-T5-2.1 
IC (VcE = VcEx) = 7.5A 
----------- 
= 80v, RL = 10.3L2, L = I d ,  vcc 
( M i l l e r  #7870) ,  CR = 1 N 1 2 0 4 ,  VBB1 = l5V, 
= 5'9 'BB2 = 5'9 RBB2 = loa, 
1 
Pulse w i d t h  = l O m s ,  Duty Cycle  = lo%, 
RS = 0.152 
JS-6-T6 
IB = l A ,  TC = 25OC 
JS-6-T7 ------- 
TC = 25Oc, R~ = 0 . 1 5 2 ,  VBB = 5V, 
RBB = 1052 
Pulse A m p l i t u d e  = 5.3V, R source = 1Q 
Pulse W i d t h  = 2 0 m s ,  Duty Cycle = 20% 
JS-6-T12 
Tc = 100 C ,  VCB = 8 0 V ,  IC = 625mA 




3.4,2 PTM = 600W 
Test Methods and Test Conditions 
JS-6-Tl3 -------- 
0 TC = 100 6, Vcc = 8011, IC = 7.5A 
VBB = 5V9 RBB = lOQ, Pulse Width = lms, 
Duty Cycle = 2%, tr 5 5$s, tf 5011s 
3.500 Maximum Operating 
Conditions 
JS-6-T12 (See Figure 1) 
Test Point: (See 3.4.1) 
JS-6-Tl4 (See Figure 2) 
Test Point: 
TC = 100°C, VBB = 5V, RBB = 1052, 
= 7.5A1 RS = 0,152, t < 50ps4  IC r -  
tf - < 5ops, Duty Cycle - < 5% 
-------- 3.958.1 Forward Biased 
Continuous DC-SOAR 
- - - - - - - - 3.5.2 Pulsed Forward 
Biased SOAR 




2, For t = 2ms: vcc = 65v 
= 80v %c 3 .  For t = Lms: 
3.6,o SOAR 
Switching between 
Saturation and Cutoff 
~s-6-~5-2,1 with k = 0 and CR ----------- 3.6-1 Resistive Load Disconnected (See Figure 3) 
Test Points: 
Tc = 1 0 0 ° C ,  Duty Cycle = lo%, 
Coll, Current, tr - < 50ps, tf 50ps 
R ~ ~ i  BB2 - = 5L2, R - 1099 V B B l  = 15v, 
VBB2 = 5V, IC = 7.5A9 Vcc = 120V9 
% = 15.6~2, RS = OelQ 
20. 
Item 
3.6.2 Clamped Inductive 
Load 
3.6.3 Unclamped Inductive 
Load 
Test Methods and Test Conditions 
JS-6-T5-2.1 (See Figure 4 )  
Test Point: (See 3.2.3) 
JS-6-T5-2.1 and CR disconnected 
----------- 
----------- 
(See Figure 5) 
Test Point: 
cl*l R ~ B l  = 5'9 RBB2 = '''9 
VBBl = l-5'9 'BB2 = 5'9 
L = 5 m ~ ,  0.03~ (Stancor #~-2689) 
IC = 7.5A, Vcc = 18V, RL = 2S2, 
RS = 0.1Q9 d < lo%, TC = 25OC, t = lOms 
P - 
C2*l RBBl - 5 Q ,  RBB2 = lOQ, 
VBBl = 8V, VBB2 = 5V, L = 20mH, 
0.228 (two in series Stancor #c-2688) 
= 2.5A, Vcc = 13.5V, l$, = 58, 
TC = 25OC, d < lo%, t 
IC 
= l O m s  
P - RS = 0.152, 
Shorted Class B SOAR (See Figure 6 )  3.7.0 
Test Point: 
IC peak = 1.88A, Vcc = 80v, RS = 0.152, 
RBBl = lQ, RBB2 = lOQ, f=20Hz, 
TC = 1 0 0 ° C  
0 4.0.0 Electrical Tc = 25 C (unless otherwise noted) 
Characteristics 
Maximum limits unless 
otherwise noted 
Technique : 
DC - Continuous Operation 




IcBO = Qe5mA 
ITEBF = 1ov 
ICES = 2e0@ 
ICES = 1.OmA 
= lOmA ICES 
= lOmA 'CEO 
= lOmA 
= 80v min, 
'EBO 
VCEO 
h~~ = 20 min 
hFE = 20 min, 
hFE = 10 min 
90 max 
'CE(sat) = IV 
= 2v 
Test Methods and Test Conditions 
= 3V Technique - C,T, 
= 80v Technique - C.T, 
'CB 
VCE = 60v Technique - C , T ,  
TC = 150°C, VCE = 6 0 V  Technique - C,T, 
TC = 1 5 0 ° C ,  VCE = l20V 
Technique - G,T, 
TC = 25OC, VCE = 80V 
Technique - C,T, 
vCB 
= 1 O V  Technique - C,T, 
IC = 0.2A Technique - C , T ,  
VCE = 15v7 IC = 0,lA Technique - C , T .  
VCE = 15v9 IC = 2A Technique - P 
VCE = 2V, IC = 5A Technique - P 
'E B 
= 0,2A, Technique - C,T. I B  IC = 28, 
IC = 7.51%, IB = 1,5A Technique -P 
= 2v IC = 2A, LB = C,2A., Technique - C , T ,  




4,2,1 hfe = 2-0 min VcE = l5V, IC = 0 , 5 A ,  f = 5 N Z  
= 1 0 , O  max 
= 550 pF max vCB = 15v, f = im~ 'ob0 4,2,2 
5 . 0 , O  Thermal 
5.1.0 min = lOms 
Characteristics 
- 1 .5  OC/W J C  - 5 , 2 , 0  
VCE = 1OV, IC = 2A, TC = 25OC, 
MIL-STD-750, Method 3146 e 1 
VcE = 1OV, IC = 2A, TC = 25OC 
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3 .1 .0  




Type -- NPN 
Material -- Silicon 
Mechanical Data 
Outline -- TO-82 
Terminal Designation 
1 -- Base 
2 -- Emitter 
3 -- Collector 
Case -- Collector 
Maximum Stud Torque -- 50 in lbs. 
Minimum Stud Torque -- 40 in l b s ,  
Maximum Ratinns 
Temperature 
T~~~ (max) JS-6-T1-1 ( J E D E C  Suggested Standard: --------- = +150°c "Test Procedures for Veri- I 
fications of Maximum Ratings") 
JS-6-TI 2 
- -----I 
= -65OC TSTG (min) 
TJ = 150°C 
TC = 1 0 0 ° C ,  VcB = IOOV, IC = 0.71A 
T(Lead) = 230°C Distance from case = 1/4 in,, Time = 10s 
Voltage 
= 200v 'CBO 
= 25v 'EBO 
= 200v VCEX 
JS-6-T3 or MIL-STD-750A ------- 
Method 3001.1 
JS-6-Tk or MIL-STD-750A ------- 
Method 3026.1 
IC (vCE = VCEX ) = 7.5A, Vcc = 200V 
E$, = 26.64 L = lmH*9 CR - 1N1204. 
"Miller No, 7871 in weries with 
Miller N o ,  7825-3 
Item Test Methods and Test Conditions 
3.2~3 continued me.0... 
P. 
= 12,5V, RBBl = 3Q, VBB2 = 3V, 'BB~ 
RBB2 = 3'
Duty Cycle = I%, t = 1 rns ,  R = 0.1Q P S 
3.3.0 Current 
3.3.1 IC = 7.5A 
3.302 IB = 5A 
3.53.3 IE = 9 . O A  
3.4,O Power 
3.4.1 pT = 71.4~ 
JS-6-T6 
- I--- 
JS-6-1'12 - - - - - - - - 
0 TC = 100 C ,  VcB = 2OOV, IC = 0.355A 
Derating factor = 1.43 W/OC 
= 1125W JS-6-Tl3 3.4.2 'TM = IC vcc - --I  -.- 
T~ = IOO~C, vcc = 150v, VBB = 3v 
RBB = 3Q9 IC = 7.5A, Pulse Width lms 
Duty Cycle = I%, 
of Collector Current 
tr - < 501.1~~ tf 5 5Ops 
3.5.0 Maximum Operating 
Conditions 
JS-6-T12 (See Figure 1) 
Test Point: (See 3 . 4 . 1 )  
-------- 3.5.1 Forward Biased 
Continuous DC-SOAR 
3.502 Pulsed Forward 
Biased SOAR 
JS-6-Tl4 (See Figure 2) 
--I----p 
Test Points: 
TC = 100°C, VBB = 3V, RBB = 3Q,  Colla Ct 
tr - 
Duty Cycle _. < 1%, RS = O e l Q  
< ~OUS, tf 5 5 $ ~ ,  IC = 7.5A 
Item Test Methods and Test Conditions 





3 * 5 e 2  
= ll0V vcc 2. F o r  t = 10ms: 
3 .  F o r  t = 5ms: vcc = 125v 
4. F o r  t = lms: vcc = 150v 
3.6,o SOAR 
Switching between 
Saturation and Cutoff 
3.6.1 Resistive Load JS-6-T5.1 with L = 0 and CR disconnected --------- 
(See Figure 3) 
Test Points: 
RBBl = 3Q, RBB2 = 3Q, VBBl = 12*5V 
= 3V, TC = 1 0 0 ° C ,  tf < ~ O U S  Coll. 'BB2 - 
< 5Ous Coll. Currenk, tr - 
IC 
Current, 
RS = O.lSZ, = 7.5A, Vcc = 2 0 0 V  
JS-6-T5.1 (See Figure 4 )  --------- 3.6.2 Clamped Inductive 
Load 
Test Points: (See 3.2.3) 
Unclamped Inductive JS-6-T5-2,1 and CR disconnected ----------- 3.693 
Load (See Figure 5) 
Test Points: 
' 0  ' B B ~  = 12.5v L = 1.4mH* 
R ~ ~ l  = 352 RL = 352 
= 3v vcc = 25v 
= 352 f = 60~2 
' B B ~  
R ~ ~ Z  
2 e  'BB~ 
V ~ ~ 2  
R ~ ~ 2  
RS = 0,152 d = 10% 
= 3,ov L = lorn** 
R ~ ~ l  = 1062 RL = 7.562 
= 1.5v vcc = 25.0~ 
= 30sz f = 6OHz 
RS = 0.lQ 
*Miller #7871 in series with Miller 
d = 30% 
#7825-3 **Series Stancor c-2688 
32. 








Shorted Class B (See Figure 6) 
SOAR 
Test Points: 
= 200V, RS = 0.1Q vcc I peak = l.lA, C 
TC = 100°C 
Electrical 
Characteristics 
TC = 25OC (unless otherwise noted) 
Maximum limits unless 
otherwise noted 
Te chni que : 
DC - Continuous 
Operation 
C.T. - Curve 
Tracer 
P - 3 O O p s  Pluse, 
2% Duty Cycle 
Static 
= 20mA VCEX = 2 0 0 V ,  VBE = -1.5V, 'CEX 
Technique - C.T., TC = 150°C 
'CE 
Technique - C.T. 
= 240V ICES = 100p.A 
= 200V, Technique - C.T. 
= 25V, Technique - C.T. 
vcEo 
'EBO 
= lOmA 'CEO 
IEBO = 20mA 
TC = 150°C 
JS-6-T5-2.1 and CR disconnected ----------- = 200V min 'CEO 
IC = lA, RBB = 3Q, VBB = 3V, 
1 1 
RBB2 = 4 2 ,  d = 50%, f = 60Hz 
L = lOmH, RL = O.lB, RS = 0.1B 
C' Adjust Vcc for specified I 
Item Test Methods and Test Conditions 
= 10 min VCE = 4 V ,  IC - 5 A ,  Technique - C.T, 4 , 1 , 5  h~~ 
= 4 V ,  IC = 7.5A Techrijclue - C,T, 
= 2.5v IC = 5 A ,  IB = .75A, Technique - C,T, 
'CE hFE = 7.5 min 
4,1,6 'CE(sat) 
4 . 2 . 0  Dynamic 
4 , 2 , 1  = lOKHz min, IC = 1 A ,  VCE = 5 V  
fhfe 40KHz max 
5 . 0 , O  Thermal 
Character i s tics 
= 70ms J min 5.1.0 T 
= 0-7 OC/W 5 . 2 . 0  'JC 
IC = 2 A ,  VCE = l O V ,  T~ = 25Oc 
MIL-STD-750 Method 3146,l 
IC = 2 A ,  VCE = l O V ,  TC = 25OC 
MIL-STD-750 Yethod 3 d 6  
34. 
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40.  
Silicon Power Transistor 
< Type 2N1514 > 
SAFE OPERATING AREA 
OF SECOND BREAKDOWN 
DETERMINATION FOR PREVENTION 
-- Manufacturer H -- 
Performed for 
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE DMINIS TRATI ON 
GEORGE C. MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER 
HUNTSVILLE ALAB 
Contract No. NAS8-21155 
THE BENDIX CORPORATION 
SEMICONDUCTOR DIVISION 
HOLMDEL, NEW JERSEY 
41 
Test Methods and Test Condi 
s . _ _ s _  
Ite ~ " - . * -  
1 , 0 , 0  General Description 
l e l e Q  Type NPN 
l,2*0 Material -- Silicon 
2 , 0 , 0  Mechanical Data 
2 , l e O  Outline -- TO-36 
2 , 2 , 0  Terminal Designation 
1 -- Base 
2 -- Emitter 
3 -- Collector 
case -- Collector 
3 - O e 0  Maximum Ratings 
3 , l . O  Temperature 
= +200°c JS-6-T1,1. (JEDEC suggested Standard: 
" T e s t  Procedures f o r  TSTG (tnax ) 
3 * 1 - 1  
Verification of Maximum 
Ratings 'I ) 
= -65OC JS-6-T1 e 2 TSTG (min) 
= 20oOc JS-6-T2 3 , 1 , 2  TJ(max) 
VCB = l O V ,  IC 4*3A 
301 .3  T(Lead) = 2 3 0 ° C  
3 , 2 , 0  Voltage 
3 . 2 , 1  'CBO = l 0 O V  
Distance from case - 0,25 in 
Time - 10s 
TC = 25OC 
JS-6-T3 or MIL-STD-750A 





= 1ov V~~~ 
303.0 Current 
3.3.1 IC = 6A 
3.3*2 IB = 3A 
3.4.0 Power 
3.4.1 PT = 43w 
Test Methods and Test Conditions 
JS-6-T4 or MIL-STD-750A 
Method 3026.1 
JS-6-T5.1 
IC (VcE = VcEx) = 6A 
= lOOV, RL = 16.052 
L = Id*, CR - 1N1204 
vcc 
VBBl = 7*5V, 
VBB2 8v9 RBB2 = 5Q 
RS = 0.152 
RBBl = 152 
t = lms, Duty Cycle < 1% 
*Miller No. 7871 in series with 
- P 
Miller No. 7825-3 
JS-6-T6 
IB = 2A, Tc = 25OC 
JS-6-T8 
T~ = 25Oc 
JS-6-T10 
IB = 2A, TC = 25OC 
JS-6-TI-2 
TC = 100°C 
VCB = lOV, IC = 4.3A 
Derating factor - 0.43W/OC 
Ite 
= I v - 330W 3@4.2 'TM c cc - 
3.500 Maximum Operating 
Conditions 
3 r 5 e l  Forward Biased 
Continuous DC-SOAR 
385.2 Pulsed Forward 
Biased SOAR 
Test Methods an 
JS-6-Tl3 
TC = 1 0 0 ° C  
Vcc = 55V,  IC = 6 A  
= 8V, RBB = 5sZ v~~ 
Input Pulse Charaeterisitcs 
---I---------_------------- 
Pulse Width = 10 ms 
Duty Cycle - < 1% 
tr 5 5 0 ~ s ~  tf < 5Ops Coll. CurrermL - 
JS-6-Tl2 (See Figure 1) 
oint: (See 3.4.1) 
JS-6-Tl4 (See Figure 2 )  
Test Points: 
TC = 100°C, VBB = 8V;  RBB = 552 
tr 50p ,~ ,  tf 5 50p,s., IC = 6A 
Duty Cycle < e % ,  RS = 0,lQ - 
1, For t = 20 S ;  vcc = 30v 
P 
P 
2 ,  For t = I O m s ;  vcc = 55v 




3.6,1 Resistive Load JS-6-T5-2,1 with L = 0 and CR 
disconnected (See Figure 3 )  
44. 
Item Test Methods and Test Conditions 
3.6.1 Resistive Load (Cont'd) 
Test Point: 
IC = 6A, Vcc = lOOV, RBBl = lQ, 
3.6.2 Clamped Inductive JS-6-T5-2.1 (See Figure 4 )  
Load 
Test Point: (See 3.2.3) 
3.603 Uclamped Inductive ~s-6-~5-2.1 and CR disconnected 
Load (See Figure 5) 
Test Points: 
= "3 RBB2 = 5Q, RS = 0.18, R ~ ~ i  
0 
VBBl = 7.5V, VBB2 = 8V, T = 25 C ,  C 
f = ~ O H Z ,  d = 10% 
1. IC = 6A, Vcc = 18v, RL = 28,L=lOmH* 
2, IC = 2,5A, Vcc = 28V, R 
"Stancor - C-2688 
**Series Stancor-C-2688 
= 10!22L=40mll  L 
3.700 Shorted Class B 
SOAR 
(See Figure 6 )  
Test Point: 
IC peak = 2,6A, Vcc = 55V, RS = 0.152, 
RBBl = 152, RBB2 = 3Q, f = 20H2, 




4 , l . O  
4 . 1 . 1  
4.1,2 
4 , 1 . 3  
4 , 1 . 4  
4.1,5 
4.1 .6  
4,1.7 
4.1.8 
4 . 1 , 9  
Test Methods and Test Conditions 
TC = 25OC [unless otherwise noted] Electrical 
Characteristics 
Maximum limits unless 
otherwise noted 
Technique: 
DC - Continuous 
Operation 
C.T, - Curve Tracer 
P - 3OOps Pulse, 
2% Duty Cycle 
Static 
'CEO = l O O m A  
= 2mA 'CBO 
= 1 J V  'E BF 
IEBO = 25p.A 
= 55 minV ( BR CEO 
hFE = 25 min 
= 75 max 
hFE = 7 min 
= 6 max V 'CE(sat) 
= 7.8 max v 'BE 
'CE = 5' 
Technique - C.T. 
vCB = 30v, T~ = 200Oc 
vCB = 30v9 T~ = 200Oc 
Technique a C.T. 
Technique - C.T, 
= lOV, Technique - C.T. 'EB 
IC = lOOmA 
Technique - C.T. 
VCE = 4 V ,  IC = 1.5A 
Technique - C . T .  
VcE = 8 V ,  IC = 6 A  
Technique - P 
IC = 6 A 9  IB = 2 A  
Technique - C.T. 
IC = 6 A 9  VCE =- 8 V -  
Technique - P 




Test Methods and Test Conditions 
= 2A9 VCE = l O V ,  TC = 25OC IC = 5ms T~ min 5.1.0 
MIL-STD-750 Method 3146.1 
= 2.33OC/W IC = 2A,  VCE = 10V9 TC = 25OC 
MIL-STD-750 Method 3136 
‘JC max 5.2,O 
= lOKHz(m5.n) IC = iOOmA, VCE = 66 fhfe 6.0.0 
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SILICON POWER TRANSISTOR 
< Type 2N2102 > 
SAFE OPERATING AREA 
OF SECOND BREAKDOWN 
DETERMINATION FOR PREVENTION 
-- Manufacturers D & J -- 
Performed for 
NATIONAL ,AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION 
GEORGE C. MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER 
HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA 
Contract Number NAS8-21155 
THE BENDIX CORPORATION 
SEMICONDUCTOR DIVISION 
HOIJMDEL, NEW JERSEY 
Item Test Methods and Test Conditions 
1*0,0 General Description 
l*l.?O Type - NPN 
1,2*0 Material - Silicon 
2*0,0 Mechanical Data 
2*1,0 Outline - TO-5 
2*2.0 Terminal Designation 
1 - Base 
2 - Emitt.er 
3 - Collector 
Case - Collector 
3 . 0 - 0  Maximum Ratings 
3.1.0 Temperature 
3 * l e 1  TSTG(min) 
TSTG(max) 
0 JS-6-T1,1 [ JEDEC Suggested Standard: --------- = -65 C 
= +200°c Verification of Maximum 
"Test Procedure for 
Ratings I '  JEDEC Publication 
No, 651 
JS-6-T2 
TC = 100 C, PT = 2.86~, 
Distance from case 1/16" + 1/32!' 
Time = 10 sec ( m a x )  
------- = 20oOc TJ (max) 3,k,2 
0 
IC = 55mA 









Item Test Methods and Test Conditions 
JS-6-T5.1 CR Disconnected --------- = 65v 3 . 2 . 3  '(BR) CEO 
IC = 0 , 1 A ,  RBBl = 258, VBBl = 5v, 
RBB2 = " 8 ,  d = SO%, f = 60~2, 
L* = 5.0mH, RL = 0 ,  RS = 1 . O Q  
C Adjust Vcc for specified I 
*Chicago Standard Transformer Corp. 
c-2689 
3.3.0 C u r r e t i t  
3. 3 . 1  IC = J . O \  JS-6-T6 ------- 
I~ = 0,3A,  TC = 2 5 O C  
IB = 0 , 3 A ,  TC = 25OC 
PT = 2 ,  81.;. JS-6-Tl2 ------_- 3.4.1 
Test Point: See 3.1.2 
JS-6-Tl3 'TM = IC ' c c  = 8ow ------__ 3.4 .2  
T~ = 25Oc, vcc = 80, vBB = 5v, 
RBB = 25, IC = l . O A ,  Pulse Width=lOOps 
Duty Cycle - < 2%, tr 5 5ps 
tf 1. 5PS 
3.5.0 Maximum Operating 
Conditions 
Ttem Test Methods and Test Conditions 
JS-6-Tl2 
Test Points: See 3.1.2 
JS-6-Tl4 
Test Points: 
TC = 1 0 0 ° C ,  VBB = 5V, RBB = 20Q2, 
t < 51Ls,, t - < 51.15, IC = l . O A ,  
-------- 3.5.1 Forward Biased 
Continuous DC-SOAR 
-------- 3-5.2 Pulsed Forward 
Biased SC'AR 
r -  
Duty Cycle < 2%, RS = 1 . O Q  - 
1. t = lms: vcc = 35v 




= 80v vcc 3. t = loops :  
3.6.0 SOAR 
Swi t ch ing he t 'cli e c ri 
Saturation and cutoff 
JS-6-T5,1 with L = 0 and - -------__ 3.6.1 Resistive Load CR disconnected 
Test Points: -- 
= 1 0 O Q 9  VUBl = & O V ,  R B B 2  RBBl = 202, 
0 
VBB2 = 5V, Tc = 100 c ,  i f  5 51J.5, 
t < 5 1 L ~ 9  R~ = 1.0~2, R~ = 78~2, r -  
Vcc = 80v, d = 10% 
JS-6-T5e 1 
Test Point: 
--------- 3.6,2 Clamped Inductive 
Load 
I < l.OA, VCE = 80v, RBBl = 20Q, c -  
RBB2 = 10OQ2, 'BBl = 8v, vBB2 y gV, 
% = 8Q, L* = l,OmH, 
7871 in weries with 7825-3 
*J.W.Miller: 
57. 
I t em Test Methods and Test Conditions 
3.6.3 Unc 1 ampe d 
Inductive Load 
JS-6-T5.1 and CR disconnected --------- 
Test Points: 
= 8 . 0 ~  L* = 1.OmH 
- 20Q RL = 66.6652 
= 5.0v 
= ~ O O Q  f = 60~2 
' 9  ' B B ~  
R ~ j  ti 1 
VBH2 
Rf31%2 
= 1ov Vcc 
KS = 1 * (362 d = 10% 
" J . W .  Miller: 7871 in series with 7825-3 
= 8 . 0 ~  L* = ~ O ~ H  2- ' B B ~  
R ~ ~ i  
'BB2 = 5' vcc 
= 2052 RL = 7Q 
= 1ov 
= ~ O O Q  f = 60~2 RBB2 
RS = 1,052 d = 10% 
* J W, Miller : 7825-8 
Shorted Class B (See Figure 6) 
S O A R  
- 5 . { . 0  
Test Points: 
I C peak = 0 , 2 2 A ,  vcc = 32*5v,  
= 10052 RBB 2 RS = 1,052, 
f = 20H~, 
RBBl = 20Q, 
= l0O0C TC 
Electrical 
Characteristics 
4.0 .0  - TC = 25OC (unless otherwise noted) 
Maximum limits unless 
otherwise noted 
Technique : 
DC - Continuous Operation 
C.T. - Curve Tracer 
P - 3 O O p s  Pulse, 2% Duty Cycle 
Test Methods and Test Conditions 
Static 
= 2.0nA 'CBO 
ICBO = 2.OpA 
= 2.0nA 'EBO 
= 65v min 
= 80v min 
( BR CEO 
(BR)  CER 
'(BRICBO = 120V min 
' (BRIEBO = 7 V  min 
= 10 min 
hFE = 25 min 
h~~ 
= 40 min 120  max 
= 1 0  min 
= 2 0  min 




V c E ( s )  = 2 . 0 V  max 
= 0 . 5 V  max v C E ( S )  
= 2 . 5 V  max 'BE(S) 
= 1.1V max 'BE(S) 
= l.OpA max 




td + t + tf = 30ns r 
= 60V, Technique MIL-STD-3036-10 VCB 
VCB = 60V, TC = 15OoC, Technique 
MIL-STD-3036-D 
= -5V, Technique MIL-STD-3061-D 'BE 
JS-6-T5.1 (See 3.2*3) 
JS-6-T5 1 (See 3 e 2.3 except 
--------- 
--------- 
RSBZ = 'BB2 = 
IC = 1mA Technique C.T. 
= 1mA Technique C.T. IE 
IC = lA, VCE = l O V ,  Technique - P 
IC = 0,5A, VcE = 1 O V  Technique P 
IC = 1 5 0 m A ,  VcE = LOV Technique P 
= 1OV Technique C,T, 'CE IC = 10mA, 
IC = O,~IIIA, VCE = 10V Technique COT, 
IC = lOmA, VcE = lOV, TC = 55OC 
Technique C,T, 
= 0,2A Technique C , T ,  
IB = l5mA Technique C , T , >  
= 0.2A Technique C , T ,  
I B  
IB 
IC = 1,OA, 
= 15OmA, IC 
IC = 1,OA, 
I~ = 150m~, 
vCEO 
VCB 
IB = l5mA Technique C , T ,  
= 5 5 V  Technique D . C .  
= 12OV Technique C.T, 
Circuit specified with registered spec, 
59. 










= 30 min, 100 rnax IC = l .OmA,  VCE = 5V,  f = 1.0KHz 
= 35 min, 150 max I, = 5.0mA, 
hfe 
hfe 
= l O V ,  f = 1,oKHz 'CE 
hfe = 3 min, 10 max I, = 50m~, vCE = iov, f = 2 0 ~ ~ 2  
N F  = 6db IC = 0,3mA, VCE = l O V ,  f = 1 K H z  
R = 1KO circuit bandwidth 1 H z  
= 15pf VCB = 1ov 
= 8 0 p ~  VBE = 0.5v 
'ob0 
'ibo 
hob = 0.1 pmhos min IC = l.OmA, VcE = 5V, f = 1KHZ 
= lOV, f = l K H z  VCE = 0.1 pmhos min 1.0 pmhos max 
I, = 5.0mA, hob 
= 24O min, 34O max 
= 5V, f = l K H Z  'CE IC = l.OmA, 
= lOV, f = 1KHz 'CE 4.2.11 hib = 4.Q min, 8s~ max I, = 5.0m~, 
4.2.12 IC = l,QmA, VcE = 5.0V, f = l K H z  hrb = 3 x 10- 4 
= lOV, f = l K H z  'CE 4.2.13 hrb = 3 x 10- 4 IC = 5.0mA, 
5.0.0 Thermal 
Characteristics 
5.1.0 = 75ms min 
= ~ ~ O C / W  max 
I: 175Oc/~ max 
'JC 5.2.0 
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SILICON POWER TRANSISTOR 
< S2N2034A > 
SAFE OPERATING AREA 
OF SECOND BREAKDOWN 
DETERMINATION FOR PREVENTION 
-- Manufacturer H -- 
Perf orrned for 
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION 
GEORGE C. MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER 
HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA 
Contract Number NAS8-21155 
THE BENDIX CORPORATION 
SEMICONDUCTOR DIVISION 
HOLMDEL, NEW JERSEY 
67. 
Item Test Methods and Test Conditions 
1.0.0 General Description 
1.1.0 Type - NPN 
1.2.0 Material - Silicon 
2.0.0 Mechanical Data 
2.1.0 Outline Y TO5 
2.2.0 Terminal Designation 
1. -- Emitter 
2. -- Base 
3. -- Collector 
case -- Collector 
3.0.0 Maximum Ratings 
3.1.0 Temperature 
3.1.1 TSTG(max) = +200°c 
0 = -65 C T~~~ (min) 
TJ (max) = 20oOc 3.1.2 
3.1.3 T (Lead) = 230°C 
3.2.0 Voltage 
3.2.1 VCBO = 80v 
JS-6-T1.2 [JEDEC Publication r S o . d j  
JS-~-TLL Verification of Maximum 
- ----_I 
"Test Procedures for 
--------- 
Ratings . I f ]  
JS-6-T2 ------- 
= l0O0C TC 
VCB = 6 0 V ,  IC = 8 3 m ~  
Distance from case - 1/16 in. 
Time = 3 . 0 s  
T~ = 25Oc 
JS-6-T'j or MIL-STD-750A ------- 
Method 3001.1 
68. 
I t e m  
3 ,2 .2  = 1ov 'EBO 
= 60v 3.2.3 'CEX 
3 . 3 0 0  Curren t  
3 .3 .1  IC = 3A 
3.3.2 IB = 1 A  
3.4.0 P o w e r  
3 .4 .1  P = 5w 
*T 
T e s t  Method and T e s t  Cond i t ions  
JS-6-T4 o r  MIL-STD-750A ------- 
Method 3026.1 
JS-6-T5.1 
I C  ('CE - VCEX 
Vcc = 60v, RL = l9 .6Q 
L = l.OmH*, CR = 1 N 1 2 0 2  
--------- 
= 3A - 
V B B l  = 6V, RBBl  = 5Q 
'BB2 = '-5'9 RBB2 = 5' 
Pulse w i d t h  = l.Oms, D u t y  Cyc le  = 2% 
R~ = o . m ,  t < 5 0 ~ s  
tf < 50 US 
r -  
- 
" M i l l e r  # 7871 i n  s e r i e s  w i t h  7825-3 
JS-6-T6 
IB = 0,6A, TC = - < 25OC 
JS-6-Tl2 -------- 
= < l 0 O 0 C  Tc - 
vCB = 60v, = 8 3 m ~  
D e r a t i n g  F a c t o r  = 
0.05 W/ C 
= 1 8 0 w  JS-6-Tl3 3.4.2 'TM = IC vcc -------- 
0 = 60v, vBB = L S V ,  vcc Tc = 100 C, 




Test Methods and Test Conditions 
Pulse width = lms, Duty Cycle = 
-am- 
- < 1%, tr 5 5%s, tf = 5 5ops 
305.0 Maximum Operating 
Conditions 
JS-6-Tl2 [See Figure 11 
Test Point: [See 3.4.11 
-------- 385.1 Forward Biased 
Continuous DC-SOAR 
3 . 5 . 2  Pulsed Forward 
Biased SOAR 




t < 50ps, tf < 50ps7 IC = 3 A  
< 100 0 C, VBB = l05V, RBB = TQ c -  
r -  - 
Duty Cycle - < 1%, RS = 0.1& 





2 .  For t = 5 , Q m s ;  vcc = 30V 
3. For t = 2,5ms; vcc = 50v 





3 . 6 ~  Resistive Load JS-6-T5-5,1 with L = 0  and CR 
disconnected [See Figure 31 
----------- 
Test Points: 
Item - Test Methods and Test Conditions 
3.6.1 (Cont'd) t < 5Ops Collector Current r -  
RS =.1Q 
3.6.2 Clamped Inductive ----------- JS 6 T5-5.1 [See Figure 41 
Lo,, il 
Test Points: 
3.6.3 Uncl amp e d 
Inductive Load 
IC = 3A, Vcc = 60V, % = 19.6Q 
L = lmH*, RBBl = 5S27 RBB2 = , ,5Q 
VBBl = 6V, VBB2 = 1.5V, t = Ims 
CR = 1N1202, TC = 250C7 t 
P 
r -  < 501.1~~ 
tf 501.15 
Duty Cycle = 2%, RS = 0,lG 
"Miller # 7871 in series with 7825-3 
JS-6-T5-5.1 with CR disconnected 
[See Figure 51 
----------- 
Test Points: 
RBB1 = 5Q, RBB2 = 552, RS = .1Q 
VBBl = 6V, VBB2 = 1,5V, 
T C = 2 5 O C ,  d = 10% 
1. IC = 3A, Vcc = 5OV, RL = 16.2352 
f = 20H~ 
L = 1 5 m ~ *  
*Series Stancor c-2688 & C-2689 
**Series 2 Stancor C-2686 & e-2688 
3 . 7 . 0  Shorted Class B [See Figure 61 
SOAR 
Test Point: 
= 0 . 2 5 A 7  Vcc = 60v, RS = .1Q 'C(peak) 
RBBl = l S Z ,  RBB2 = 3Q7 f = 2 0 H ~  




4 , 1 , 2  
4 .I 1. 4 
4 .  L15 
Technique: 
DC - Continuous 
Operation 
C,T, - Curve Tracer 
P - 3 0 0 ~ ~  Pulse 
2% Duty Cycle 
Static 
- 1 . 5 0 ~ ~  CBO - I 
= 6 0 V  m i n  V [ ~ ~ l ~ ~ ~  
ICEO = 1 0 Q p A  
hFE 
h~~ 
hFE = 6 0  max 
= 20 min 
0 5 Tc = 25 C [unless otherwise notedJ 
Technique - C,T, 
vCE = ~ O Y ,  ITBF = - L 5 V  
Technique - C , T ,  
'C B 
Technique - C T, 
= 8ov 
= :ov 
Technique -I  C T 
IC = 5QmA 
Technique .-- C b T ,  
= 45v %E 
Technique - C,T, 
VCE = 4v, 1 = I A  C 
Technique - C,T, 
0 VCE = 4V, IC = I A ,  TC = -55 C 
Technique - C O T ,  
Item 




= 1 * 5 v  
4 e 1 e 1 1  VCE[sat] 
4 e 1 * 1 2  vBE[sat] 
4,2.7 = 1  
= 6  
5 . 0 , O  Thermal 
Characteristics 
5.1.0 = 80ms min 
5.2.0 'J-C = 200c/w 
Test Methods and Test Conditions 
IC = 1A9 
Technique - C.T. 
VCE 
Technique - C.T. 
IB = 0.1A 
= 4; IC = 1A 
IC = 3A9 
I, = 3A, 
Technique - C.T. 
IB = 0.3A 
IB = 0.3A 
= 12V, I, = 1.0A9 IB1 = lOOmA vcc 
vcc = 12v9 IC = 1,QA, IB1 = 100mA, 
'B 2 
vCE 
f = 1 ,omz  
= -5OmA 
=. 4V, IC = 0.1A 
= I A ,  vCE = 5v, T, = 25Oc 
MIL-STD-750 Method 3146.1 
IC = lA, VCE = 5V 







































































Silicon Power Transistor 
< Type 2N2126 > 
SAFE OPERATING AREA 
DETERNENATION FOR PREVENTION 
OF SECOND BREAKDOWN 
-- Manufacturer C -- 
Performed for 
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION 
GEORGE 6, MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER 
HUNTSVILLE, ALABA 
Contract No, NAS8-21155 
THE BENDIX CORPORATION 
SEMICONDUCTOR DIVISION 
EL, NEW JERSEY 
I t e m  
1 ,0 ,0  
1 .1 ,o  
1,2,0 
2 , O . O  
2 - 2 - 1  
3.2.0 
3 . 2 - 1  
3 . 2 . 2  
3 .2 .3  
T e s t  M e t h o d s  and T e s t  C o n d i t i o n s  
G e n e r a l  D e s c r i p t i o n  
Type - NPN 
M a t e r i a l  - S i l i c o n  
T e r m i n a l  D e s i g n a t i o n  
- 
1 - B a s e  
2 - E m i t t e r  
'j - C o l l e c t o r  
c a s e  - C o l l e c t o r  
M a x i m u m  S tud  Torque - 100 i n , l b s ,  
i t l a x i m u m  Rat ings  
l ' e m p e r a t  u r e  
T ( M a x )  = + 1 7 5 O C  
T (rnin) = -65 C 
T = 1 7 5 O C  
JS-6-Tl. 1 -------_- 5 t g 
s t g  
j 




r c : loooc, VCB = l O O V ,  IC = 1.67A 
T ( L e a d )  = 2 3 O o C  D i s t a n c e  f r o m  case - 1 / 4  i n , ,  
T i m e  - 10s 
V o l t a g e  
= 200v 'CBO 
= 180v 'CEX 
JS-5-T3 o r  M I L - S T D - 7 5 0 A  M e % h o d  3001 a 1 ------- 
(See  page 18)  
JS-6-'1'4 o r  M I L - S T D - 7 5 0 A  M e t h o d  3026, I 
- -I--- 
(See page 1 9 )  
JS-6-T5-2,1 _---------- 
- ) = ~ O A ,  v - 180v, lC(vCE - 'CEX 
RL 
cc - . 
= 6Q,  L = lmH", C R  - 1 N 1 2 0 4 ,  
R B B 2  = 3'7 
D u t y  C y c l e  = 1%2 t = l m s ,  R = 0,18 
* M i l l e r  N o .  7870 
P S 
81 








T e s t  Methods and T e s t  Condi t ions 
Current 
= 3 0 ~  
0 
Ib = 6A, TC = 25 C 
JS-6-T8 ------- IB = 1 0 A  
T~ = 25Oc 
JS-6-TlO 
Ib = 6A, TC = 25OC 
-------- I* = 3 6 ~  
P o w e r  
pT = 167w JS-6-Tl2 -------- 
TC = 1 0 0 ° C ,  VCB = 175V, IC = .93A 
Dera t ing  F a c t o r  - 2 .22W/OC 
= 465W JS-6-Tl3 'TM = IC 'cc -------- 
= ioooc, vCc = 155V, vBB = 8v, TC 
RBB = 3Q, IC = 30A, Pulse  Width = 100p.s 
Duty Cyc le  = 1%, t < 501.15, r -  
tf = 5 0 ~ s  
3.5.0 M a x i m u m  O p e r a t i n g  
C o n d i t i o n s  
JS-6-Tl2 -------- 3.5.1 F o r w a r d  B i a s e d  
Continuous DC-SOAR 
3.5.2 Pul s c t c l  F o r w a r d  
B i a s e d  SOAR 
T e s t  P o i n t :  (See  3.4.1) 
JS-6-Tl4 -------- 
T e s t  P o i n t s :  
TC = 1 0 0 ° C ,  VBB = 8V,  , R B B  = 352 
t 5 5OpS, tf 5 5wS9 I C  = 30A9 r -  
Duty C y c l e  < 1%> RS = 0.152 - 
1. F o r  t = 1 0 m s ;  vcc = 50v 





3 .  F o r  t = 5OOps: Vcc = 120V 
4. F o r  t = l oops :  vcc = 155v 
82. 
Item 




Test Methods and Test Conditions 
3.6-1 Resistive Load JS-6-T5-2,1 with L = 0 and CR ----------- 
Disconnected 
Test Points: 
RBBl = 1S2, RBB2 = 3Q2, VBBl = 14V, 
0 = 8v, TC = 100 C, t < 5 0 ~ ~  'BB2 f =  
Coll, Current, t < 5Qps Coll. r =  
Current, RS = 0.152, = ~ O A ,  
= 200v vcc 
JS-6-T5-2,1 
Test Points: (See 3.2.3) 
----------- 3.6,2 Clamped Inductive 
Load 
Unclamped Inductive JS-6-T5-2,1 and CR disconnected 
Load 
- -- - - - - -~ -- - 3 e 6 6 3  
Test Points: 
= 14V L = 0.2mH* 
= PQ RL = 0,452 
'BBl 
R ~ ~ i  
= 8v vcc = 16.5~ VBB2 
RBB2 = 3' f = 60Hz 
RS = 4 3 , 1 5 2  d = 10% 
= 7v L = lmH** 
= 152 RL = 2a152 
= 8~ Vcc = 10.5V 
2m  V ~ ~ i  
R ~ ~ i  
'BB2 
RBB2 = 3' 
RS = 0.1B 
f = 60Hz 
d = 10% 
*Miller No. 7828 
**Miller No, 7830 in series with 7871 
Item 




Maximum limits unless 
otherwise noted 
Technique : 
DC - Continuous 
Operation 
C.T. - Curve Tracer 
P - 3 0 0 ~ s  Pulse, 
2% Duty Cycle 
4,l.O Static 
4.1.1 ICEX = 30mA 
= lOOmA 'CEO 4.1.2 
4.1.3 = 2 5 m ~  
= 185v min 4.1.4 VCEO 
Test Methods and Test Conditions 
[See Figure 61 
Test Points: 
= 25OC [unless otherwise noted] TC 
= 200v, VBE = -1.5v, 'CEX 
Technique - C,T., TC = 175OC 
VCEO 
',BO = '5'3 TC = 175OC 
Technique - C.T. 
JS-6-T5-2.1 and CR disconnected 
= 175V, Technique - C.T. 
----------- 
IC = 5A, RBBl = 38, VBBl = 3V, 
RBB2 = 4 2 ,  d = 5O%, f = ~OHZ, 
L = 5&, % = O.lSZ,  RS = 0.1Q 
C Adjust Vcc for. specified I 
VcE = 4V, IC = 20A Technique-C.T. 
IC = 20A, IB = &A, Technique - C.T. 
IC = ZOA, IB = 4 A ,  Technique - C,T. 
4.1.5 hFE = 10 min 
4.1.6 'CE (sat) 






t = 2ops on 4,2.1 
4.2.2 tOff = 251.15 
4,2,3 = 8KHz min 
fhfe 32KHz max 
5.0.0 Thermal 
Characteristics 
= 45ms jmin 501.0 T 
5,2.0 'JC = 0,45OC/W 
Test Methods and Test Conditions 
Vcc = 12V, IC = 20A, IB1 = 5A 
Vcc = 12V, IC = 20A, 'B2 = 5A 
IC = 5A, VCE = 12V 
IC = 2 A ,  VCE = lOV, TC = 25OC 
MIL-STD-750, Method 3146,l 
IC = 2A, VCB = 1 O V  
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SILICON POWER TRANSISTOR 
< Type 2N657A > 
SAFE OPERATING AREA 
OF SECOND BREAKDOWN 
DETERMINATION FOR PREVENT1 ON 
-- Manufacturer E -- 
Performed for 
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION 
GEORGE C. MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER 
HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA 
Contract Number NAS8-21155 
THE BENDIX CORPORATION 
SEMICONDUCTOR DIVISION 
HOLMDEL, NEW JERSEY 
92. 
Item 
1,0,0 General Description 
1,l.O Type - NPN 
1*2*0 Materia3 - Silicon 
2,o.o Mechanical Data 
2,1,0 Outline - TO-5 
2*2*0 Terminal Designation 
1 - Emitter 
2 - Base 
3 - Collector 








= 20oOc TSTG (max) 
TSTG(min) = 20oOc 
TJ(max) = 20oOc 
T(Lead) = 26OoC 
Voltage 





Test Method and Test Conditions 
JS-6-T1.2 [ J E D E C  publication N o ,  6 5  
Verification of Maximum 
Ratings of Power Transistorb,' 
--------- 
''Test Procedures for 
s 
TC = 100°C, VCB = l O O V ,  IC = 2 8 , 6 m A  
Distance f r o m  case = 1/16 in. 
Time = 10s 
TC = 25OC 
JS-6-T3 or MIL-STD-750A9 method 3OOl,l ------- 
= VcEx) = 0,5A, Vcc = 1OOV, IC (vCE 
R~ = 190~ 
93. 
Item 
[cont'd] 3.2.3 'CEX 
3.3.0 Current 
3-3.1 = 5 0 0 ~ 1 ~  
3.2.2 = 250m~ 
3.3.3 IE = 550mA 
3.4.0 Power 
3.4.1 PT = 2,86W 
Test Methods and Test Conditions 
L = 1OmH; 0.1152 (Stancor c-2688), 
CR = 1N1204, VBBl = lO.lV, RBBl = 33Q 
= 6.5V9 RBB2 = 10052, t = lms, 
'BB2 P 
RS = lQ9 Duty Cycle = < 1% - 
JS-6-T6 ------- 
I~ = ~ ~ I D A ,  T~ = 25Oc 
Tc = 25OC 
JS-6-T~O 
I------- 
= 5 0 m ~ ,  T~ = 25Oc 
0 
= I O O V ,  IC = 0.5A %C TC = 3-00 C ,  
VBB = 6.5V, EBB = POOQ, Pulse Width 0 , T r n s  
Duty Cycle < 1% tr 5 5 0 ~ 5 ,  tf 5 5 0 ~ s  
_I 
3.5.0 Maximum Operating 
Conrlit. ions 
JS-6-T12 [See Figure 11 
TC = 100°C 
- - - - - - - - 395.1 Forward Biased 
Continuous DC-SOAR 
Test Points: [See 3.1.21 
94. 
Item Test Methods and Test Conditions 
3 * 5 e 2  Pulsed Forward 
Biased SOAR 
JS-6-Tl4 [See Figure 21 -------- 
= 1 0 0 ° C ,  IC = 0.5A, RS = O e l S 2  
VBB = 6,5V, RBB = l O O Q ,  tr 5 5 0 ~ s ~  
< 5 O p s ,  Duty Cycle < 1% tf - - 
Test Points: 
1. For t < 5ms, Vcc = 35V 
2,  For t < 2 m s ,  Vcc = 5OV 
3*  For t < l m s ,  I T ~ ~  = 65V 
4,  For t < 0,5ms, Vcc = l O O V  
- 
P -  
P -  
P -  
3.6 .0  SOAR 
Switching between 
Saturation and Cutoff 
JS16-T5-2.1 [See Figure 41 ----------- 3 . 6 - 2  Clamped Inductive 
Load 
T~ = 25% 
Test Points: [See 3.2.31 
3 . 6 , 3  Unc 1 amp e d 
Inductive Load ~ s - 6 - ~ 5 - 2 . 1  an CR disconnected ----------- 
[See Figure 51 
95 
Item Test Methods and Test Conditions 
3.6.3 Unclamped Inductive 
Load [ cont d] 
f = lHz, Duty Cycle - < 5%, RS = 0.lQ 
RBBl = 3'9 RBB2 = 100Q9 'BBl = 10.1v9 
VBB2 = 6.5V 
1. L = 5 0 d ;  0.424' [series 2-Stancor 
C-26861, IC = O . 5 A ,  Vcc = 9V, 
... RL = 9Q 
= 8v, RL = 3452 vcc 2. = 0 . 1 5 ~ ,  
L = 600mH; 6L2 [series 2-TRIAD 
c- 4 7u-j 
3.7.0 Shorted Class B 
SOAR 
LSee Figure 61 
Test Points: 
'Cpeak 
RBBl = IOQ, 
= 5OmA, Vcc = 80v, RS = 1Q 
= 552, f > ZOHZ, R ~ ~ 2  - 
= l0O0C TC 
T = 25OC [unless otherwise noted) C 4.0.0 Electrical Characteristics 
Maximum Limits unless 
otherwise noted 
Technique : 
DC - Continuous 
Operation 
C.T. - Curve Tracer 
P - 3 O O p s  Pulse, 
2% Duty Cycle 
96. 
4,l-l 
5 . 0 , O  
2, 
Static 
Test Methods and Test Conditions 
t 
= l O O V ,  Technique - C,T. 
= 30Vg Technique - C,T, 
'CEO IcEO = 1 0 0 p A  
ICBO = l % A  VcBo 
ICBO = 2 5 0 V A  VCBO = 30V9 TC = 1 5 0 ° C  
Technique - C,T. 
= 100' = 10rnA, Techni 
( BR) CEO 
= l 0 O V  IC = 1 0 0 p A ,  Technique - C,T, 
= 2 5 O p A ,  Technique - C,T, = 8~ 
'CBO 
IE 'EBO 
hFE = 30 min VCE = IOV, IC = 2 0 0 m A  
9 0  max Technique = C.T, 
= 20 min VCE = lo', IC = 0 , 5 A ,  Technique - P h~~ 
'CE (sat 
' C E ( s a t )  
'BE(sat) 
hlE 
= 2v IC = 200~1A, IB = 4OmA, Technique C . ? '  I 
= 4v IC = 0 , 5 A ,  IB = 0,1A, Technique - C , T  
= 3 * 5 V  IC = O , g A ,  IB = 0 . 1 A ,  Technique - C '1 
= 2000hms VCE = 1ov, IB = 8 m A ,  Technique - P 
Dynamic 
fhfe = 50KHz( A,  VcE = 1 O V  
2 0 0 K H z ( r n a x )  I 
Thermal 
Characteristics 
= 2 5 0 m s  IC = 0 , 2 A ,  VcE = 5 V ,  TC = 2 5 O C ;  Qmin 
IL-STD-750 Method 3146 I( 1 
- 35 O C /  IC = 0 , 2 A ,  VCE = 5V, TC = 2 5 O C ,  J-C(max.) 
IL-STD-750 Method 3136 
1 .  . , I 2 . i  
E 
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S I L I C O N  POWER T R A N S I S T O R  
< Type 2 N 6 9 7  > 
S A F E  OPERATING AREA 
DETERMINATION FOR PREVENTION 
O F  SECOND BREAKDOWN 
-- M a n u f a c t u e r s  E & G -- 
P e r f o r m e d  f o r  
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE A E\] 1 S T R A T I  ON 
GEORGE C. MARSHALL SPACE F L B  CENTER 
HUNTSVILLE ALABAMA 
C o n t r a c t  N u m b e r  N A S 8 - 2 1 1 5 5  
THE BENDIX CORPORATION 
SEMICONDUCTOR D I V I S I O N  


















Type - NPN 
Material - Silicon 
.- 
Mechanical Data 
Outline - TO-5 
Terminal Designation 
1 -- Emitter 
2 -- Base 
3 -- Collector 
case -- Collector 
-l 
Maximum Ratings 
Temper a tur e 
TSTG(min) 
0 = -65 c 
T~~~ (max) = 300°c 
TJ = 175OC 
T(Lead) = 26OoC 
Voltage 
= 60V 'CBO 
VEB0 = 5v 
= 4ov 'CEX 
Test Methods and Test Conditions 
I 
JS-6-T1.l [JEDEC Publication No. 65 
JS-6-T1.2 Verification of Maximum 
--------- I "Test Procedures for --------- 
Ratings of Power Transistorstt] 
TC l0O0C, VCB = 4ovg 0.025~ 
Distance from case = 1/16 in 
Time 10s 
T~ = 25Oc 
JS-6-T3 or MIL-STD-750A, Method 3001.1 ------- 
= 72a 
105. 
Item Test Methods and Test Conditions 
[ cont Id] 3.2.3 'CEX L = lOmH / 0.1152, [Stancor C-26991 
VBB2 = 4V, RBB2 = 6552, Duty Cycle = 
< 1% - 
3.3.1 IC = 0.5A 
3.3.2 IB = 0.1A 
3.3.3 IE = 0.55A 
3.4.0 Power 
= 1w 3.4.1 pT 
3.4.2 PTM = 20w 
'B = 0.05A, TC = 25OC 
T~ = 25% 
= 0.05~, T~ = 25Oc 
JS-6-T12 -------- 
= 1 0 0 ° C  VcB = 4OV, IC = 0.025A TC 
Derating Factor = 13.3mW/OC 
Tc = 100 0 C, Vcc = 4OV, IC = 0.5A, 
VBB = 4V, RBB = 6552, Pulse Width = O.lm 
Duty Cycle < 1%, 
tf - < 5 0 ~ s  
tr < TOPS, - -
3.500 Maximum Operating 
Conditions 
3.5.1 Forward Biased 
JS-6-Tl2 [See Figure 1 1  -------- Continuous DC SOAR 
106. 
Item 
3.5.1 Forward Biased 
Continuous DC SOAR 
[ cont ' d] 
3.5.2 Pulsed Forward 
Biased SOAK 
Test Methods and Test Conditions 
TC = 100°C 
Test Point: [See 3.4.11 
----___- JS 6-Tl4 [See Figure 21 
! 
Test Point: 
TC = 100°C, IC = 0,5A, RS = IS2 
VBB = 4V, RBB = 65.~2, t < 5%~, r -  
tf - < 5013.5, Duty Cycle - < 1% 








= 1ov vcc 
2, F o r  t 
3 .  For t = 0,5ms; vcc = 30v 
= lms; vcc = 18v 
= 4OV vcc 
3*6.0 SOAR Switching 
between Saturation 
and Cutoff 
3 . 6 ~  Resistive Load 
3 * 6 . 2  Clamped Inductive 
Load 
~~-6-.~5-2.1 with L - 0 and CR - -- -- _- - -- - 
1 disconnected [See Figure 33 
TC = l0O0C 
1 Test Point: 
-----I----- ~s-6-~5-2.1 [See Figure 41 
T = 25OC 
Test Point: [See 3.2.31 
C 
107. 
Item Test Methods and Test Conditions 
Unclamped Inductive 
Load ----------- JS-6-T5-2,1 and CR disconnected 
3 . 6 . 3  
[See Figure 51 
T~ = 25Oc 
Test Point: 
f = 60Hz, 
RS = 152? 
1. RBBl = 3052, RBB2 = 65Q, 
VBBl = 8.5V, VBB2 = 4v, 
L = lOmH / 0.118, (Stancor C-2688) 
Duty Cycle - < 1% 
< yous, tf - < 50~s tr - 
= 1208, RBB2 = 1509, 2* R ~ ~ i  
VBBl = 5V, VBB2 = 2V, IC = 0.1A, 
Vcc = 14V: RL = 1258, L = lOOmH / 
1.1758, (Series Stancor C-2688 and 
TRIAD C-47u) 
3.7.0 Shorted Class B [See Figure 61 
S O A R  
Test Points: 
= 0 . 0 5 ~ ~  Vcc = 4OV, IC peak 
RS = 108, R ~ ~ i  = 108; RBB2 = 278; 
f = 20Hz, = l0O0C 
4.0.0 Electrical 
Characteristics 
0 TC = 25 C [unless otherwise noted] 
Maximum Limits unless 
otherwi s~ noted 
108. 




DC - Continuous Operation 
\ C.T. - Curve Tracer 
P - 3 O O p s  Pulse, 2% Duty Cycle 
4.1.0 Static 
1 
ICEO = 1 0 p A  
‘(‘BO = ‘PA 
LCBO = 100-p.A 
‘CBO 
VCER = 40 V 
= 60v 
VEBO = 5 V  
‘(BRICEO = 3OV min 
hFE = 40 min 
120 max 
= 4 0 V  Technique - C.T. 
= 3 0 V  Technique - C.T. 




= 1OO-p.A Technique - C.T. 
I 
! 
IC = 100pA, RB < 10Q Technique-C.T, 
IE = 100pA Technique - C . T .  
IC = 0 . 0 5 A  Technique - C . T .  
VCE = lOV, 
Technique - P 
- 






= l O V ,  IC = 0,5A Technique - P 
‘CE 4,1.9 hFE = 25 min 
4’1010 ‘CE(sat) = 1.5v IC = 0 . 1 5 A ,  IB = 0 . 0 1 5 A 9  
Technique - C.T, 
IC = 0 , 5 A ,  IB = 0.1A Technique - P = 4v 
= 1.3v 
4e1611 ‘CE(sat) 
4*1e12 ‘BE(sat) = 0 , 1 5 ~ ,  = 0 . 0 1 5 ~  
Technique - C.T. 




= 5OMHz min 
1 6 0 ~ ~ ~  max 
fT 4.2.1 
4.2.2 'ob0 = 35PF 
Test Methods and Test Conditions 
IC = 0 . 0 5 A ,  
f = 20MHz 
= 1ov 'CE 
= l O V ,  f = lMHz 'CB 
5.0.0 Thermal 
Characteristics 
= 70111s IC = 0,4A, VCE = 5V, MIL-STD-750 
Method 3146.1 
IC = 0 , 4 A ,  VCE = 5 V ,  TC = 2OoC 
MIL-STD-750 Method 3136 
J(min) 5.1.0 
5.2.0 *J-C(max) = 750c/w 
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-- TEST REPORT -- 
S I L I C O N  POTnTER T R A N S I S T O R  
SAFE OPERATING AREA 
I N A T I O N  FOR PRE 
F SECOND BREAKD 
-- M a n u f a c t u r e r  H -- 
P e r f o r m e d  f o r  
~ A T ~ Q N A L  A E ~ O ~ A U T ~ C S  AND S 
HUNTSVILLE,  ALAB 
THE BENDIX CORPORATION 
SEMICONDUCTOR 
HOLMDEL, NEW J E R S E Y  
I, 0 - 0  General escription 
L l e O  Type = MPN 
9,2,O Material = Silicon 
2 , 8 , 0  Mechanical Data 
2,1,0 Outline = TO-111 
Test Methods and Test Conditions 
2 , 2 , 0  Terminal Designation 
1, --- Emitter 
2, --- Base 
3. --- Collector 
Case - Collector 
3 e 0 - 8  Maximum Ratings - 
JS-6--Tke I = -65OC -
JS-6-TI * a 
_s_l I__. 
= + 2 0 0 ° C  
3.1.3 T (Lead) = +230°C Distance fr case = 1/16'! 




3.2-2 vEBo = 8~ 
3* 2,3 VCEX = l0OV 
3.3.0 Current 
3.3.1 IC = 5 A  
3*3*2 IB = O.5A 
3.4-0 Power 
3.4,1 P = 30w T 
Derating Factor= 
0.3 W/OC 
Test Methods and T e s t  Con 
S-6-T3 or ~XL-ST~-75OA 
Method 3026 e 1 
JS-6-Th or IL-STD- 750A 
Method 3053 




TC I < 100°C 
Item Test Methods and Test Conditions 
= 350W JS-6-Tl3 or MIL-STD-750A 
Method 3052 
= ICVCC 3*4,2 PTM 
0 
T~ = l oo  c, vcC = 70v 
'B = 2.5V, RBB = 552 
Pulse width = 0.5ms 
Duty Cycle - < 1% 
3.5.0 Maximum Operating 
Conditions 
3.5.1 Forward Biased 
Continuous DC SOAR 
3.5.2 Pulsed Forward 
Biased SOAR 
JS-6-Tl2 or MIL-STD-750A 
Method 3051 [see figure 11 
Test Pointszl, [see 3.4 .11  
2. VCB M TOV, IC = 0.2A, 
= 100 0 C, PT = 14W 
TC 
JS-6-T1,4 or MIL-STD-750A 
Method 3052 
Test Points: [ s e e  figure 23 
TC - < 100°C, VBB = 2.5V 
RBB = 5Q, IC = 5A 
tr - < 50PS, tf 5 501J.s 
Duty Cycle < 1%? RS = 0,lQ 
1. F o r  t = 5ms; Vcc = 20V 






3. For t = lms; vcc = 50v 
4. For t = 0.5ms; vcc = 70v 
120. 
's- Ite Test Me%hods and Test Con 
3 . 6 , 0  SOAR Switching 
between Saturation 
and Cutoff 
3 8 6 , 1  Resistive Load IL-STD- 7 5 8 A  
Method 3053 with lL = 0 an 
CR disconnected [see figure 31 
3 6 a 2 Clamped Inductive 
Load 
oints: [ see  figure 51 
= 552, RBB2 = IPBBl 




3.7.0 Shorted Class B 
SOAR 
! k , O , O  Electrical 
Characteristics 
Test Methods and Test Conditions 
TC = 25OC 
1. I 
C 
= 4 A ,  Vcc = 3OV, RL = 7Q 
L = 1 2 5 ~ ~  - Two Miller 7825-3 in 
parallel 
IC = 0.5A, Vcc = lOV, RL = 1952 2. 
I, = 1OmH - Stancor C-2688 
[see figure 61 
Test Points: 
IC (peak) 
f = 20Hz, 
= 0,3A, Vcc = 7@V, 
= 151, RBB2 = 3S2, RBBI RS = O,lQ, 




TC = 25OC [unless otherwise noted] 
Techniques: 
DC = Continuous Operation 
C.T. = Curve Tracer 
P = 300ps pulse 
2% Duty Cycle 
4.1.0 Static 
4.1.1 ICE, = 50pA VCE = 60V, VBE = -0.5V, 
TC = l5OoC, Techniques - C.T. 
’ 122. 
Item 
4.1.2 ICEX = 10pA 
4.1-4 ICESO = O.1pA 
= 80V min 401.7 v ( ~ ~ ) ~ ~ ~  
4,1.8 V(BR)cEo = 70v min 
4.1,lO hFE = 30 min 
120 max 
4,1.11 hFE = 40 min 
120 max 
4,1,12 hFE = 15 min 
60 max 
4.1.13 hFE = 60 min 
200 max 
4.1.14 hFE = 15 min 
'\ 45 wax 
Test Methods and Test Conditions 
'CE 
Technique - C . T .  
= lOOV, VBE = -0.5v 
VCB = 60V, TC = 150°C 
Technique - C . T .  
VCB = 60V 
Technique - C.T. 
= 8V v~~ 
Technique - C.T. 
'EB = 5' 
Technique - C.T. 
= lOmA IC 
Technique - C,T. 
IC = 0,1A 
Technique - C.T. 
'CEO = siQv 
Technique - C,T, 
= lQmA IC VCE = 2v, 
VCE = 2v, 
Technique - P 
VCE = 2V, IC = lA, TC = -55OC 
Technique - P 
vCE 
Technique - P 
VCE = 5V, 
Technique - P 
IC = 1A 
= 2V, IC = lA, TC = 15OoC 
IC = 5A 
Item Test Methods and Test Conditions 
4e1'15 'CE(sat) = 0.25V rnax IC = lA, IB = 0,lA 
Technique - C,T, 
= 2.0V max IC = 5A, IB = 0.5A 4s1*16 VCE(sat) 
Technique - C , T ,  
= 1,2V max IC = l A ,  IB = 0,lA 401'17 VBE(sat) 
Technique - C.T. 
= 2V max IC = 5A, IB = 0.5A 401e18 VBE(sat) 
Technique - C.T. 
VcE = 2V, 
Technique - C , T .  
4 .1 .19 VBE = 1.2V max IC = 1 A  
4.2.0 Dynamic 
4.2.1 tON = 300ns 
4.2,2 tOFF = 2,oys 
= 2 min 
= 9 max 




Vcc = 2076, 
'B1 - - 
VCE = l O V ,  
IC = 1A 
- IB2 = lOOmA 
= lA, f = loMHz IC 
VCB = POV, f = P 
MIL-STD-'750, method 3146.1 
VCE = lOV, IC = 28, TC = 25Oc 
MIL-STD-750A9 method 3136 
VCE = 5V, IC = 2A 
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-- TEST REPORT -- 
SILICON POWER TRANSISTOR 
SAFE OPERATING AREA 
OF SECOND BREAKDOWN 
DETERMINATION FOR PREVENTION 
-- Manufacturer H -- 
Performed for 
TI NAUTICS AND SPACE INISTRATIQN 




OLMDEL, NEW JERSEY 
s____ Item Test Methods and Test Condition 
3.,0.0 General Description 
loleO Type -- NPN 
1,2,0 Material -- Silicon 
2.0,O Mechanical Data 
2,1,0 Outline TO-5 
2-2.0 Terminal Designation 
1 --- Base 
2 --- Emitter 
3 --- Collector 
Case--Collector 
3 . 0 , 0  Maximum Ratings 
3 e 1 n 1  TSTG(min) = -55OC 
TSTG(max) = +20O0C 
= +200°c J(max) 3*le2 
3.1.3 T (Lead) = 230°C 
JS-6-Tl L - LzEDEC Suggested standard: 
r s T a s t  Procedure for 3s-6-a'i1 2 ---- ~ V e r i f i c a t i o n  of Maxi 
Ratings, '' JEDEC Publication 
NO, 65.1 I 
JS-6-T2 or MIL-STD-750A Method 3051 J - 
TC = LQOOC, PT = 5V, IC = O,lA, 
VCE = 50V 
Distance f r o m  Case 1/16" 
Time = 3 sec, 
3 2 0 Voltage 
- 120v (BR)CBO - 3 . 2 , 1  V 
= 7v (BR)EBO 3 - 2 - 2  V 
Method 3026 1 L 
3 e 2 @ 3  '(BRICEX = 70v JS-6-T5.1 IL-STD- 750A 
Method 3053 
-.. 
I c -  < 1 0 A ,  VCE = 70V, RBBl = l O Q ,  
RL = 7sz9 L*= 1.0 
tr - f- P 
RBB2 = 209, VBBl = 16v9 vBB2 = 5 . o ~  
RS = 0,l.Q. 
< lops, t - < l O p s ,  t = 300ps 
Duty cycle - < 0,2% 
*J. i l l e r :  7871 i n  serie 
w i t h  7825-3 
3 6 3 . 2  = I O A  
3 * 3 . 3  IB = Q e 5  
JS-6-T-6 
1 3 3 .  
3.4.0 Power 
3.4.1 PT = 5 . 0  
= 700w 
Test Methods and Test Conditions 
t = 300ps, tr 5 l ops  
P 
tf - < l ops ,  
JS-6-T10 
d < 0.2% - 
IB = 0 , 3 A ,  TC = 25OC 
[see 3.3.21 
JS-6-"12 
Test Point:[See 3,1,2] 
JS-Q-T43 or 1%- 5 7 5  TD- OA 
___1___1__ 
3.5.0 Maximurn Operating 
Conditions 
3.5.1 Forward B i a s e d  
Continuous 
DC-SOAR 
JS-6-T12 or IL-STD- 750A 
ethod 3051 
T e s t  Points: .[See 3.1.21 
134. 
- 2  Pulsed Forward 
Biased SOAR 
Test Points: 
TC = 100 0 C, VBB = 5V,  RBB = 20G2, 
tr < lops, tf < I Q p s ,  IC = 10A, - - 
uty Cycle < 0.296, RS = - 
= 1QOfis: Vcc = 7 0 V  
2 ,  L = 2 0 0 ~ ~ :  vcc = 5ov 
P 
P 
3* t = 300ps: vCC = 30v 




esiskive Load JS-6-T5--5,1 or 
Me t 
CR disconnecte 
Test Points: --.-- 
- 2052, VBBl = 16V, 
'9 Tc = 100°C, tf < % O ~ S ,  
I_ 
RE = 1252, 
vcc = 120, d < 0*2%, t 
I_ 
ed Inductive 
Load JS-6-T5,1 or IL-STD- 7 5 0 A  
ethod 3053 
Test Point: [see 3*2.3] 
3.6,3 Uncla 
Inductive Load 
3&7.0 Shorted Class B 
SOAR 
L" = 1,OmH 
C - 2 6 8  i 
J 
[See Figure 61 I 
Test Points: 
IC: (peak 1 
RS = 0,152, 
f = ~ Q M z ,  
-- -
5 0,43A, Vcc = 3 5 V  
RE3B2 = 2Oi, = 108, R ~ ~ i  













C,T. = Curve Tracer 
P = 3OOps Pulse 
2% Duty Cycle 
Static 
= l O O n A  max 
= 10pA max 
%BO 
'CBO 
ICBO = 1 0 p A  max 
'CEV 
ICE0 
'EBO = kOpA max 
ethods and Test Conditions 
TC = 25OC [unless otherwise not 
= 80V, Technique *Method 3036, lD 
0 VCB = ~ O V ,  TC = 150 C 
Technique "Method 3O36,1 D 
VCB = lOOV, Technique "Method 3 0 3 6 , 1  D 
Technique "Method 3041,lA 
= 6 O V ,  Technique "Method 3 0 4 1 , l  A 
= 5 V ,  Technique "Method 3 0 6 1 ~  D 'E B 
= 7 O V  min 4 * 1 * 7  VCEO IC = 100ma, Technique C,T, [half wave] 
4 , 1 , 8  hFE = 40 IC = 10mA, VCE = 5TJ 
Technique C,T, 
4,1 ,5 ,  hFE = 45 IC = l O h A ,  VCE = YV 





Item Test Methods and Test Cond t.lons I 
--
4.1.11 hFE = 40 min 120 max IC = 5. 0A , VCE = 
5V 
I Technique P 
4.1.12 hFE = 10 min IC = lOA, VCE = 5V I 
Technique p 
4.1.13 hFE 75 min 350 max Ic = 100mA, VCE = 5
V, TC = 150°C I 
Technique P 
4.1.14 hFE 70 min 320 max IC = 1.0A, VCE = 5
V, Tc = 150°C I 
Technique p I 
4. 1. 15 hFE = 30 min 150 max Ie = 5.0A, VCE = 5V, Tc = 150°C 
Technique P I 
l1. L16 hFE = 30 min 90 max IC == 100mA, VCE = 
5V, Tc ~ 
(Ie 
Technique P I 
4.1.17 hFE 30min 100 max IC == 1.OA, Vo 5V, TC 
_S'5° 
I Technique P 
4.1.18 hfiE = 20 min 75 max IC = 5.0 
, TC ) ) I 
Technique 
4.1.19 VCE(S) = 0.55V max IC = 5. 0A , B o. I 
Technique * p 
4.1.20 V CE (S) .- 2.0V max IC = lOA, IB 1.0A I 
Technique* p I 
4.1.21 VBE(S) 1.4v max IC 5.0A, IB 0.5A = = = 
Technique * P I 











Test Methods and Test Conditions 
Dynamic 




= lOV, IE = 0 f = lMHz = 350 pF max ‘ob0 
= 0 . 5 ~ s  max circuit specified with registered 
spec, S2N4150 




20 ms min 
= 20 OC/W max 
= 175OC/W max 
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VI 
-- TEST REPORT -- . 
, SILICON POWER TRANSISTOR 
2N5559 > 
EXAMPLE DEVICE SPECIFICATIONS 
-- Manufacturer Bendix -- 
Performed for 
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE AD INISTRATION 
GEORGE C, MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER 
HUNTSVILLE, ALABA 
Contract Number NAS~-21155 
The format used in the presentation of this data 
was recently developed f o r  the registration of 
transistor specifications. 
THE BENDIX CORPORATION 
SEMICONDUCTOR DIVISION 







Registered Do ta  
Vol tege 
vC 
. _  
Test Itlethods 6 Test Conditions 
29.6 
' 6  ' C E  - v  CEX) 
L 
' B B ~  
Remarks 
I '  
Inductive Metho 





-- - ~ 














- -1 lsed (Forward I 
~ 
Test Methods b Test ~ o ~ ~ t ~ o n ~  
Tc 25OC; Fig. ' 2 
Input Pulse Characteristics 
Pulse Width 






Refer t o  Ap 
Pulse w 
1,2333 







1 5 2 .  
Item 
.o*o 




I - - - - -  
I 
I - - - - -  
I- - - - - -- 
Tc 25 
I 
ec hn ique 
0 
VCB 






s i  UPS 
A = 2SQC/W max. 
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$SOAR FOR SWITCH1 G BETWEEN SATWR 1 
CUTOFF-UNCLAMPED INDUCTIVE LGD 3 
T e s t  C i r c u i t :  .JS-6-T5- 
a 
Figure  5 
"i 161. 
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-- TEST REPORT -- 
SILICON POWER TRANSISTOR 
< 2N5560 > 
SAFE OPERATING AREA 
OF SECOND BREAKDOWN 
DETERMINATION FRO PREVENTION 
-- anufacturer Bendix -- 
Performed for 
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION 
GEORGE C, MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER 
HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA 
Contract Number NAS8-21155 
The format used in the presentation of this data 
was recently developed for the registration of 
transistor spacifications. 
THE BENDIX CORPORATION 
SEMICONDUCTOR DIVISION 
HOLMDEL, NEW JERSEY 





















Tstg (nzx) [-I 
T (Lead) I 230i " C ]  
: 4a-10 
-~ - 
Test Plethods & Test' Conditions 
JS-6,wTI. . 2 
JS-C-TI 1 
JS-6-TZ 
PT = 75w TC 
Distance from case [ l / l t i j  
I 
Remarks 
Criode Transistor Power 
iw i t c  hing 
NPN, PA*,. eCc. 
Ce., Si., e t c ,  
Xote 1 
Note 2 .  
Indicate all un- 
conriected terminals 
as "NC" . 
Indicate "I" i f  
all leads insalaeed 
from case. 
Note 3 
Test Methods JS-6-T- 
See "Test Procedures f c  
Verification of Maximun 
Ratings of Power Tran- 
sistors" 
JEDEC Publication No,6! 
'c" 75% t o  93% Tj ::as 
Rcgistered k : t a  
Voltage 
'CBO 
E N  







.I t c m  
3 * 3 , 3  








JS -6 -PS 
c T 
JS-6LT9 






c u r r e n t  
JS -6 -TI i 
6 
'EM 
Tc= 25°C Peak Emitter Curxen 
I 
3 * 4 * 0  ?ow22 
PT 




C o n d i t i o n s  
OX 
Test Methods 6 Test Coiiditions 
TC Fig. 1 
5r.npuc Pu Lse C!terac tcr is t  ic s 
Duty CycEc 
169 .  
Re ma irk 3 
Refer to Appendix A 
- 
For exnnple re fer  EO 
Appendix B 
Specify 38Q,1 ax. 3 < , 6 , ' ?  
or 3 . 6 , 3  
supply graph o f  safe 
Operating Area on. tF.c 
Xc - VCE p l a n e ,  s c Z r  
O p r a t i n g  Area graph  
mu6 t i n c l u d e  : 
CE ( 3 . 2 . 3 )  =i 3.20~ 
I C  ( 3 . 3 - 1 )  = 30A 
X tern - - -.. 
a ,  
pu Ise ?:id t h 
-- 
Remarks 
Supply graph o 
QperatLng Area 
I 
I t e m  
4 e 0 , O  
4 ,  a*o  
4 ,  L,2 

















4 ,  

















; A  
1 
i I 
Test IIethodc & Test Conditions 
'5. 
L-7 b 
Ts chnl qu c 
n L echclqc 0 
172. 
Mote 5 
Measured 5/1'6" from 
case. 
( 4 , a J )  
( 4 , ;  .8) 
. .  
4,2.4 
4,2,5 
4 * 2 , 6  
176 I 
Rcgistercd Data Test ticthods & Test Corrdlt ions 
F i g .  6 
-- 
A- CC 'u. 
v 
1 7 3  
t 
Benarks 














4 ,  
Regis tered Data 
RiDDITIONAL DATA 
Shorted Class B 
Safe Operating Area 
PT = SOW 
ICEO = 25 yA max. 
VcEs = 125V min, 
Vmo = 8V min 
hFx = 40 min 
hFE = 40 min 
hPE = 100 max 
test Methods &Test Conditions 
174, 
Remarks 
than 10 MeV) 
' Measured 5/16*' from 
J case, 
Time to reach 63% of 
equilibrium temperatu 
for PT s t e p  input, 
FORWARD BIASED COKTTNUOUS S O A R  
T e s t  Circuit: JS-6-Tl2 
I . ._ .
















Test Circuit: ..JS-6=TS-2.1 
LCml-33 
. Figure 5 










The reports in Sections 7 and ll'contain the results obtained 
from two groups of the same type of transistor from two dif- 
ferent manufacturers. 
e of testing yielded a better device variation which 
indicates that wide differences do exist setween manufacturerp 
From the data obtained from both grou s o f  devices a single 
specification was generated. The combined results ex- 
pand the JEDEC registration and sup lements the specification 
complete SOAR curves and test conditions, 
Although the test limits encompass both manufacturers devices, 
e manufacturers ay have to re-evaluate their devices at 
the specified SOAR points. 
